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Review (63): It’s a Wonderful Life: Principles of “Wrongdoing”; Summary: Problems & Solutions; Alva Martin’s “A Root of Bitterness”

“avoid such men as these”: A mandate to disassociate from the self-centered, arrogant hypocrites, and the superficial religious types who are defined in this passage.  Those who deny the power sources for executing the Christian way of life are by definition in status quo carnality.  They both grieve and quench the Holy Spirit.  The problem always begins with personal sin followed by poor decisions from a position of weakness.  The position of weakness is status quo carnality.  The sinful nature’s area of weakness is sin which is allowed to continue unchecked.  The sinful nature’s area of strength is human good and evil which becomes unrestrained.  The end product is wrongdoing, a combination of all these things.  It places the carnal believer in a position of threatening, if not participating in, the destruction of the corporate relationship demanded of the husband and wife in a Christian marriage.
The solution for anyone who has or continues to engage in wrongdoing is either salvation through faith alone in Christ alone or rebound which is confession alone to God alone.
Here now is an expanded translation of:
2 Timothy 3:2 -	For members of the human race will be lovers of self [ self-absorption ], lovers of money [ materialism lust ], boastful, arrogant, slanderers, disobedient to parents [ anti-authoritarian and irresponsible behavior patterns ], ungrateful [ no gratitude ], unholy [ decisions based on cosmic thinking ],
v 3 -	unloving [ an absence of love or affection for one’s own spouse or relatives ], irreconcilable [ implacable ], malicious gossips [ compulsive slander of others ], without self-control [ incapacity to exert any self-restraint to the point of boorishness ], brutal [ harsh insensitivity ], haters of good [ hostile rejection of truth ],

2 Timothy 3:4 -	treacherous [ disloyalty and betrayal ], reckless [ thoughtlessness in one’s comments or actions that harm others ], conceited [ puffed up with arrogance to the point of blindness ], lovers of pleasure [ hedonistic lust ] rather than lovers of God [ the eighth increment on the Gratitude Gauge ];
v 5 -	holding a form [ exhibiting a superficial façade ] of godliness [ the manner of life required of the believer ] but they have denied its power [ the two power options: F/HS & GAP ]; avoid such men as these [ disassociate from human beings whose lifestyle exhibits behavior patterns and character traits such as these ].
Why?  Because if an unbeliever refuses to place his faith alone in Christ alone he will never have the means to alter his behavior.  Because if a believer refuses to confess his sins to God he will never recover the means to alter his behavior.  
The unbeliever is permanently involved in chain sinning while the believer is indefinitely involved in chain sinning. The unbeliever is spiritually dead.  The believer is grieving and quenching the Holy Spirit.  Both are entangled in various areas of human good and evil.  The end result for each is ¢dik…a / adikia /: wrongdoing.
1 John 1:9 -	If we confess our sins, He is faithful and righteous, with the result that He forgives us our sins and purifies us from all wrongdoing.
Principles on wrongdoing:
1-	A right thing done in a wrong way is wrong.
2-	A wrong thing done in a right way is wrong.
3-	A wrong thing done in a wrong way is wrong.
4-	A right thing done in a right way is the only way of doing a thing right.


SUMMARY:
1-	There is a passage of Scripture that reminds us of the potential problems involved in a marriage when a believer consents to marry an unbeliever:
2 Corinthians 6:14 -	Do not be unequally yoked together with unbelievers; for what partnership have righteousness and lawlessness, or what fellowship has light with darkness?
v 15 -	Or what harmony has Christ with Belial, or what has a believer in common with an unbeliever?
v 16 -	Or what agreement has the temple of God with idols?
2-	Problems can also occur within a household made up of believers.  Paul alerts us to the dangers of unresolved anger and resultant bitterness in:
Ephesians 4:26 -	Although you may have become impulsively angry, in spite of that, stop sinning impulsively before it leads to chronic sinning.  The sun must not set on your angry mood.
v 27 -	Stop giving the devil a chance to exert his influence.
v 30 -	Stop grieving the Holy Spirit, the God by whom you have been sealed to the day of redemption.
v 31 -	All bitterness both operational anger and motivational anger, both brawling and slander, must be removed from all of you along with all evil speaking, specifically, malice.
3-	Notice the wrongdoing in this passage.  Impulsive anger is a sin.  Not resolving that sin that day results in an angry mood and is wrongdoing.
4-	Giving the devil a chance to exert his influence is the result of sin but being demon influenced is wrongdoing.
5-	Grieving the Holy Spirit is the result of sin but not restoring your spiritual life through rebound is wrongdoing.
6-	Here I will illustrate chronic sins and resultant wrongdoing within a marriage that was made up of two believers.  The husband was my grandfather who came from a respected family in South Alabama but who did not carry on the family tradition.  In 1930 during the first year of the Great Depression, my grandfather abandoned my grandmother, who was then age 39, along with their four children ages 2 to 15, my mother being 12.
For the next nine years before she remarried, my grandmother had to struggle to keep her family intact.  She allowed her older children to live with relatives while she sought a teacher’s degree from Montevallo State Teachers College.  But in the 1930s salaries for teachers were quite small so even after she graduated the children had to work or remain with relatives.  Her marriage was torn asunder by desertion.  Her children were reduced to circumstances of poverty along with the embarrassment of being shuttled from one relative’s home to another.
Eventually, my grandmother sought and obtained a divorce on grounds of desertion.  My great-grandfather was a stern Baptist with little patience in divorce matters and the wounded vanity of his daughter.  He refused to allow his daughter (my grandmother) or his grandchildren (including my mother) to peacefully reside with him, so their plight was always one of flux but never much better then hand to mouth.  The end result of all this was bitterness on my grandmother’s part.
Years earlier before marriage she was a member of a string band that played at barn dances.  She was proficient in the English language and understood the basics of music and poetry.  When my mother died in 1993 I discovered a poem my grandmother wrote quite apparently during her time of abandonment in the 1930’s.  It has perfect meter and rhyme scheme but the lines betray her struggle with anger and bitterness at being abandoned to such a harsh fate during the time of our nation’s greatest economic downturn.  The poem, or lyric as the case might be, is untitled but I have chosen to name it “A Root of Bitterness.”  Here is how it reads:

“A Root of Bitterness”
Alva Hudson Martin © 1995 Joe Griffin  All Rights Reserved

In looking back the bitter years
	Since you and I were wed
	And thinking of the flood of tears
	That I so often shed,
	I would not live the life again
	That you condemned me to
	That caused me so much shame and pain
	And other things to rue.

	I gave my girlhood love to you
I gave my very all
And thought that you were good and true
So godlike and so tall.
I trusted in your promise fair
That you’d be true to me
And I’d receive both love and care
And happiness from thee.

Ah!  Bitter have been most all the years
That once seemed bright and fair
And agonizing were the tears
I shed in my despair.
Like leaves that drop to autumn’s call,
All dead no living breath,
My heart has turned to bitter gall
By you it met its death.

